This paper describes the heat and mass transfer in a square microchannel that is heated from one side. This microchannel represents a reaction channel in a microreactor that is used to study the kinetics of the catalytic partial oxidation of methane. The microchannel is contained in a silicon wafer and is covered by a thin silicon sheet. At the top side of this sheet, heating elements are present which mimic the heat that is produced as a result of the exothermic chemical reaction. Correlations for Nusselt and Sherwood numbers as a function of the Graetz number are derived for laminar and plug flow conditions. These correlations describe the heat and mass transport at the covering top sheet of the microchannel as well as at its side and bottom walls. By means of computational fluid dynamic simulations, the laminar flow is studied. To determine an approximate laminar flow Nusselt correlation, the heat transport was solved analytically for plug flow conditions to describe the influence of changes in the thermal boundaries of the system. The laminar flow case is experimentally validated by measuring the actual temperature distribution in a 500 lm square, 3 cm long, microchannel that is covered by a 1 lm and by a 1.9 lm thick silicon sheet with heating elements and temperature sensors on top. The Nusselt and Sherwood correlations can be used to readily quantify the heat and mass transport to support kinetic studies of catalytic reactions in this type of microreactor.
Introduction
Microreactors have characteristic properties, like a high surface to volume ratio, small amounts of chemicals, laminar flow, high heat and mass transfer rates, and short residence times, that make these devices a research topic of high interest. Microstructured chemical reactors are proposed for various applications, such as smallscale production of hydrogen for fuel cells, intrinsic kinetic studies, catalyst screening, and fine-chemicals synthesis [1] [2] [3] . The work reported in this paper is part of a project in which a silicon-based microreactor for catalytic partial oxidation of methane to hydrogen and carbon monoxide is developed. This exothermic reaction requires contact times in the order of milliseconds, and therefore a microreactor is very suitable as it typically has short residence times. The microreactor used ( Fig. 1 ) is made in silicon at the MESA þ Research Institute. The reactor has a square reaction channel with a hydraulic diameter of 500 lm and a length of 3 cm. The top wall of the channel is formed by a thin silicon sheet (thickness approximately 1-2 lm). This thin top layer will allow a good thermal contact between the catalyst beneath it, and the five heating wires and 12 temperature sensors on top of the sheet. The other three channel walls also consist of silicon. Due to the very high heat conductivity of silicon (148 W m À1 K À1 at 300 K), these three walls will have an equal temperature. As they ensure rapid transfer of heat out of the reaction channel, their temperature will be lower than the mean temperature of the heated top side during steady state operation. The high rate of heat transfer will allow a good control of the reaction conditions inside the channel over a wide range of temperatures [1, 4] . The temperature sensors on top of the channel allow to measure the catalyst temperature accurately, as the distance between the sensors and the catalyst (approximately 1-2 lm) is much shorter than the distance between the sensor and the heating wires (45 lm). The heat and mass transport phenomena in the microchannel must be accurately known, to be able to determine the intrinsic kinetics of the catalytic reaction.
The present study focuses on the heat and mass transport inside the square microchannel. By means of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations these transport phenomena can be quantified. However, these calculations are very time consuming and are therefore not suitable for general reactor design purposes and kinetic data treatment. For that reason, correlations that describe the dependencies of the Nusselt and Sherwood numbers along the channel axial coordinate are preferred. As the correlations are based on dimensionless numbers, they can also be applied when the dimensions of the square reaction channel change. The Nusselt correlation will be used to calculate the mean gas temperature along the channel and with the Sherwood correlation the mass transport coefficient will be calculated. When the channel diameter is small, rarefaction effects like velocity slip and temperature jump need to be considered [5] [6] [7] . The channel of our reactor is still large enough (500 lm) to neglect these effects as the Knudsen number (Kn ¼ 1:6 Â 10 À4 for air at 350 K) is less than and the continuum flow assumption is still valid. Although Nusselt and Sherwood correlations for many different combinations of boundary conditions can be found in literature for square and rectangular (micro) channels [8] [9] [10] [11] the specific combinations used for our channel were not found. The boundary conditions of the channel are asymmetrical: the boundary condition of the top wall on the one side, and the bottom walls and the side walls of the channel at the other side are different. The heat is produced by an exothermic reaction at the top wall, which will therefore have a higher temperature as compared to the side and bottom walls. Also the mass transport is asymmetrical. The gas components will need to diffuse to the catalytic surface which is only present at the top wall of the channel.
Heat and mass transport in a microchannel

CFD modelling and simulation
To derive the mentioned Nusselt and Sherwood correlations, the specific heat flux (Q) through the microchannel walls as well as the gas temperature distribution (T g ) inside the microchannel is calculated with the CFD package FLUENT 5.5 [12] . FLUENT simultaneously solves the momentum, continuity, and energy equations by means of the control volume based technique. The control volumes are defined by means of the computational grid, describing the geometry of the microchannel. In Fig. 2 the coordinate system is shown. Because of the symmetry plane at x ¼ 1 2 d, only half of the geometry is used to make a computational grid. The grid consists of 12 · 16 · 700 grid points in the (x, y, z) directions. The top wall of the channel is 1-2 lm thick (d) and 3 cm long (L), giving an aspect ratio of 1:15000. This large aspect ratio would give a very dense mesh when the thin silicon sheet is incorporated in it. A dense mesh will result in long calculation time. Therefore the thin top sheet is considered as a heat conducting surface with power generation to take into account the power supplied by the heaters. Because silicon has a high heat conductivity, it is assumed that the temperature of the bottom (T b ) and side walls (T s ) of the microchannel are isothermal. In the simulations nitrogen gas is used as the gas phase with temperature dependent physical properties. In all simulations, the inlet gas temperature is 300 K, the inlet gas velocity is 10 m/s and enters the channel with an uniform velocity profile. At the outlet the pressure is set at 1 atm. Axial dispersion is taken into account in the FLUENT simulations although the Peclet number (Pe) is high enough (Pe > 100) to neglect this effect. The flow regime inside the channel is laminar (200 < Re < 500) because of the small diameter of the channel. With the CFD package FLUENT, the heat and mass transport are simulated inside the square microchannel. The laminar flow simulations are compared to the plug flow case in which an uniform distribution of the gas velocity at the cross-section of the channel exists. Analytical solutions for the plug flow case enable us to derive the Nusselt and Sherwood correlations for the laminar flow case.
The FLUENT simulations are verified to ensure the validity of the numerical analysis. The grid dependence of the results is examined by using different mesh sizes. The computational grid used for calculating the presented results gives grid independent results.
Nusselt correlation for laminar flow
With the use of FLUENT simulations, the heat transport at the channel walls is quantified. To be able to calculate the heat transport at the four walls, a subroutine has been written to extract the Nusselt number at a specific coordinate. The Nusselt number at each of the different walls is calculated using Eq. (1):
Nu i is the Nusselt number at wall i; Q i , the specific heat flux at wall i; d, the hydraulic diameter of the channel; j i , the thermal conductivity of the gas; T i , the mean temperature of wall i; and T g , the bulk mean fluid temperature of the gas. Q i and T i are calculated as an area weighted average. The Nusselt numbers at all four channel walls are needed to calculate the mean gas temperature inside the channel by means of iteration. From a heat balance over the microchannel it follows:
in which _ m m is specific mass flow rate; c p , the heat capacity; a v;t and a v;sb , the specific surface areas of the top wall and of the side and bottom wall respectively; Nu t , the Nusselt number at the top wall, and Nu sb , the average Nusselt number at the side (Nu s ) and bottom (Nu b ) walls (Eq. (4)). Eq. (2) can be written as:
in which Gz h is the local Graetz number:
In Fig. 3 (a) the Nusselt number at the top wall (Nu t ) is plotted against the reciprocal Graetz number. In Fig.  3 (b) the average Nusselt number at the side and bottom walls (Nu sb ) is plotted against the reciprocal Graetz number. The temperature of the top wall is changed by varying the power (P ) on each of the five heaters. For the case when all walls are set at an equal temperature, it is found that Nu t ¼ Nu sb ¼ 2:98 for Gz À1 h > 0:1 which is in agreement with the literature value [9] .
From Fig. 3 (a) it can be seen that when T s ¼ 500 K and P ¼ 0:5 W, the Nusselt number shows a minimum at Gz À1 h ¼ 0:05. This minimum is always found when the inlet temperature of the gas is below the temperature of the side walls. In literature [13] , a minimum value for the Nusselt number has also been observed when heat transport is influenced by the wall heat conduction. It is reported that at low Gz h , the Nu t and Nu sb are approximately equal to the value for the situation when the side walls have the same temperature as the inlet temperature. To better understand the origin of this transition of Nu t and Nu sb , as the heat transport develops along the reactor length, we solved the equations for plug flow inside the microchannel analytically (Appendix A.1). The transition of the Nusselt number at the top wall we found for the laminar flow case (Fig. 3) is also found at plug flow conditions (Fig. 7) . From Eq. (A.14) it can be seen that the temperature dependence of the Nusselt number in the plug flow case is only determined by the temperature ratio:
The transition of the Nusselt number is similar for laminar and plug flow conditions. At low Gz The transition of the Nusselt number is due to the fact that the heat flux through the side and bottom walls will change direction when the gas inside the channel is heated above the temperature of these walls. This is schematically represented in Fig. 4a d. When the mean temperature of the gas T g is lower than the temperature of the side walls T s , the heat flux is pointing inwards (Fig. 4(b) ). As soon as the mean gas temperature becomes equal to the temperature of the side and bottom walls, there is only a heat flux from the top side (Fig. 4(c) ). When the mean gas temperature rises further, the heat flux through the side and bottom walls will be pointing outwards (Fig. 4(d) ). When the heat flux changes direction, Nu sb will go to infinity (Fig.  3(b) ). As soon as the heat flux is reversed (e.g. Gz shown that the Nusselt number for any value of R is described by:
in which Nu R¼1 , Nu R¼0 , and q i are all functions of Gz À1 h . The function q i is described empirically from the plug flow correlations because the data from the laminar flow CFD simulations gives quite some scattering of the data at low Gz À1 h . Nu i;R¼0 and Nu i;R¼1 are determined from the laminar flow CFD simulations. The parameters in the empirical equations were estimated by means of nonlinear regression, using a Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm implemented in ODRPACK [14] . For the top T s is the side wall temperature, T t is the top wall temperature, and P is the power input on each of the five heaters. wall, the empirical equations for q t , Nu t;R¼0 , and Nu t;R¼1 are very well approximated by (see Fig. 3 (a)): The correlation for the average Nusselt number at the side and bottom walls Nu sb is determined in the same way as Eqs. (7)- (9). The equations for: q sb , Nu sb;R¼0 , and Nu sb;R¼1 are empirically determined as: With Eqs. (10)- (12), Nu sb can be calculated for any temperature ratio R. In Fig. 3(b) it can be seen that Eqs. (10)- (12) well describe the Nu sb as obtained from the FLUENT simulations. The Nusselt numbers Nu t and Nu sb can now be used in Eq. (3) to calculate the mean gas temperature. For both the laminar flow and plug flow cases, the heat flux reversal (Fig. 4) is observed when the temperature of the side walls is higher then the inlet temperature and lower than the top wall temperature. Because of this heat flux reversal, the Nusselt number at the top wall will approach its asymptotic value further down stream compared to the cases when there is no heat flux reversal. In Table 1 the value of Gz À1 h and the corresponding axial position in the microchannel are given at which the Nusselt number has reached 95% of its asymptotic value. For the laminar flow case, the length for 95% development of the heat transfer is longer when there is heat flux reversal (R 6 ¼ 0 and R 6 ¼ 1) compared to the case when there is no heat flux reversal at the side and bottom walls (R ¼ 0 or R ¼ 1). When R ¼ 2:93 (T s ¼ 500 K and P ¼ 0:5 W), z 95% is even longer than the reactor length and Nu t will not reach 95% of its asymptotic value. In microchannel heat sinks for cooling of electrical devices, a long development length is preferred to get a higher overall heat transport coefficient for a better performance [15] . For kinetic research a high heat transport coefficient and an uniform gas temperature along the reaction channel are preferred. When the gas feed temperature is equal to the temperature of the side walls (R ¼ 0), the asymptotic value of the Nu t is highest (Fig. 3) and the z 95% smallest (Table 1 ).
Sherwood correlation for laminar flow
At the top side of the channel, transport of the reactants to the catalyst takes place while the reaction products are transported from the catalyst to the bulk. The reaction rate of the catalytic partial oxidation of methane is very fast and mass transport limitations are likely to occur [16] . When the reaction rate of a component is mass transport limited, the reaction rate will be equal to the mass flux to the catalytic surface:
in which r is the reaction rate; k, the mass transport coefficient; C, the species concentration in the bulk; and C i , the concentration at the catalytic surface. The mass transport coefficient is calculated from the Sherwood number. To calculate the Sherwood number at the catalytic surface, the mass transport is determined from a heat transport simulation. With the CFD package FLUENT, heat transport is simulated with the computational grid as discussed in Section 2.1. As there is no mass transfer at the side and bottom walls, adiabatic boundaries are used. For the catalytic top wall, an isothermal boundary is used as the species concentrations at the catalyst will be constant during stationary operation. From this heat transport calculation, the Nusselt number at the catalytic top wall is calculated using Eq.
(1). The Nusselt correlation is then converted using the Chilton-Colburn analogy [17] [18] [19] to a mass transport correlation, i.e. by substitution of the Sherwood number (Sh) for the Nusselt number (Nu), and of the Schmidt number (Sc) for the Prandtl number (Pr). In Fig. 5 the Sherwood number as a function of the inverse Graetz number (Gz À1 m ) is shown. The Graetz number is now defined as:
For the mass transport simulations, it is found that Sh ¼ 2:43 at Gz À1 m > 0:1, which is in agreement with the literature [20] . Sh as function of Gz À1 m is very well approximated by (see Fig. 5 ): Table 1 Inverse Graetz number and axial position at which the Nusselt number for a different temperature ratio R has reached 95% of its asymptotic value
Laminar flow case Plug flow case 
At Gz À1 m ¼ 0:08, the Sherwood number reaches its asymptotic value for 95%. Considering a residence time of 1 ms, the inverse Graetz number of 0.08 corresponds to a length of 18 mm at which the mass transport is 95% developed. For the microreactor used a length of 18 mm corresponds to 60% of the total length. Therefore it is necessary to calculate the Sherwood number as a function of the axial position inside the reactor instead of using a constant value as is done with conventional reactors. With Eq. (15) the Sherwood number and therefore the mass transport coefficient can be calculated along the length of the reactor. The mass transport coefficient can be used in Eq. (13) to calculate the reaction rate.
Experimental validation
The FLUENT simulations (Section 2.2) are validated by comparing the calculated temperature at the microchannel top wall with the measured temperature at the top wall.
Microreactor fabrication and connections
The microreactor used for the experiments (see Fig. 1 ) is built at MESA þ Research Institute and is made from silicon wafers using standard silicon-based micromachining technology. To fabricate this reactor, a silicon wafer, polished on both sides, is doped on one side with boron. Afterwards an annealing step is carried out at 1400 K. The annealing step determines the diffusion depth of the boron: the longer the annealing time, the thicker the boron-doped silicon layer and hence the thicker the final top layer covering the reaction channel. After doping and annealing a thin low stress silicon nitride layer is deposited. This layer will insulate the platinum filaments from the silicon substrate. The platinum metal structures (viz. heaters and temperature sensors) are applied using lithography with an image reversal resist, sputtering of the Pt film and lift off in acetone. The flow channel is formed using lithography and three etching steps. First 470 lm deep channels are etched by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), followed by wet chemical etching in KOH, and KOH/IPA as etchants. These three etch steps result in a thin top wall of the channel with a high uniformity. A second silicon wafer is used for the bottom wall of the reactor. In this wafer the holes for the gas inlet and outlet of the channel are formed by means of powder blasting. After cleaning both wafers, the reactor is assembled by fusion bonding. The microreactor is mounted to an alumina block with the gas inlet and gas outlet connections. The electrical connections of the heaters and temperature sensors are contacted to a printed circuit board by springs. The current and voltage readings of the heaters and temperature sensors are collected in a data-acquisition system.
Experiments
The FLUENT simulations are validated by measurements, by using the same input parameters for the simulation as the experimental conditions (the power supplied by the heaters, the gas properties, and the gas Fig. 6 it can be seen that the simulated data correspond very well with the experimental data and the used model is valid. The model can therefore be used to determine the thickness of the channel top layer without breaking the reactor.
Concluding remarks
In the present study CFD simulations are used to determine the heat and mass transfer characteristics under laminar flow conditions in a square microchannel. The CFD simulations are validated with experiments. From these simulations empirical Nusselt and Sherwood correlations are derived. To describe the heat and mass transport for laminar flow conditions, Nusselt and Sherwood correlations for plug flow conditions are used which are derived from the analytical solution. In Table  2 the obtained correlations for laminar flow and plug flow are summarized. These correlations are based on dimensionless numbers (Nusselt, Sherwood, and Graetz number) and can therefore also be used when the dimensions of the square channel change. For both laminar flow and plug flow conditions, a heat flux reversal is observed on the side and bottom walls of the channel, when the temperature of the side and bottom walls is higher then the gas inlet temperature. This heat flux reversal is described by the obtained Nusselt correlations. When the inlet gas temperature is equal to the temperature of the side and bottom walls, the asymptotic value of the Nusselt number is the highest. A high Nusselt number results in a high heat transfer coefficient which is preferred for kinetic research. The empirical Nusselt and Sherwood correlations will be used further to model heat and mass transport inside the microreactor to determine reaction kinetic information. Table 2 Nusselt and Sherwood correlations for a square channel heated from the top side (R is the temperature ratio defined by Eq. (5) Appendix A. Heat and mass transport for plug flow
A.1. Nusselt correlation for plug flow
Heat transport inside a square channel is examined analytically for steady state plug flow conditions with constant gas properties. Although at the top wall of the reactor heat is produced by an exothermic reaction or by the heaters, it is considered as a thermal boundary condition. Due to the high heat conductivity of the silicon the temperature of the top wall is a function of the width of the channel and almost not of the channel length, this is confirmed by the FLUENT calculation. The other tree walls are assumed to be isothermal. Heat transfer takes place at all four channel walls and as the temperature of the four walls is not the same they are examined separately. The coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 2 . The average Nusselt number at the top wall is defined as [17] : In Eq. (A.1) T g is the gas temperature, T t is a width weighted average temperature of the top wall at location z, and T g is the average gas temperature at location z, which is calculated as the bulk mean fluid temperature over a channel cross-section:
To calculate the gas temperature T g inside the square channel from Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) we have to simultaneously solve the momentum, continuity and energy equations with the boundary conditions. Under the assumption of plug flow (constant gas properties in crosssection perpendicular to z-axis) and neglecting axial thermal conduction, natural convection, viscous dissipation, and internal energy sources, the previous system of equations reduces to the steady state energy equation: The boundary conditions for Eq. (A.6) are:
To solve Eq. (A.6) for the boundary conditions, T 1 atŷ y ¼ 1 equals T t . T t is calculated by solving the heat balance of the thin top sheet:
in which h o and h i are the heat transfer coefficients outside and inside the reactor respectively; and T o and T i , the gas temperatures outside and inside the reactor respectively (T i ¼ T g ). Rewriting Eq. (A.7) gives:
Eq. (A.8) is solved with the boundary conditions T ¼ T s atx x ¼ 0 and T ¼ T s atx x ¼ 1 to give the equation for the top wall temperature:
Eq. (A.10) is well approximated by:
With Eq. (A.11) the boundary conditions for Eq. (A.6) become:
and g ¼ 6ðx x Àx x 2 Þ atŷ y ¼ 1, it follows that: 
By making use of this temperature ratio and the Nusselt numbers at R ¼ 0 and R ¼ 1, it can be shown that the Nusselt numbers for any R can be described by: 
A.2. Sherwood correlation for plug flow
Although we do not need a mass transport correlations for plug flow, we solved it analytically for completeness. Mass transport only takes place at the catalytic top side of the channel. As there is no mass transport taking place through the side walls of the channel, the mass balance does not need to be solved in the x-direction (see Fig. 2 for coordinate system used). The mass transport is determined from a heat transport calculation. By making use of the Chilton-Colburn analogy the obtained heat transport correlation is then converted to a mass transport correlation. For the catalytic wall an isothermal boundary is used as the species concentrations will be constant for stationary operation. No mass transport takes place through the bottom wall of the channel. On this wall an adiabatic boundary conditions is used. The Nusselt number at the top wall is calculated by:
To calculate the gas temperature, the two-dimensional heat balance over the channel is solved:
ðA:32Þ
The heat balance is solved by replacing the gas temperature T g by a dimensionless function j: The mean gas temperature T g at a channel cross-section is obtained from:
T g dŷ y leading to 
